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Hydrogen Atom Energy Level Diagram



Introduction to the Diatomic Molecule
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Introducing the molecule (I)
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Introducing the molecule (II)

Electronic Energy Levels

Bonding

Anti-bonding



Single Photon Transitions in Molecules I



Single Photon Transitions in Molecules II



Ground and few excited molecular states of Li2 dimer and X2 

molecule & X – X sep atoms

Both atoms in gr. state

1 atom in gr. State

1 atom in ex. State



Ground and few excited molecular states of 

RbCs dimer and RbCs+

At long range the PE curves has large

numbers of singlet / triplet avoided

crossings. 

This happens when E(L.S) ~ V(R)

Then the angular momenta recouple

to make the states interacting and 

split.



Why laser cooling molecules is difficult

The absence of closed transitions means

that after a single controlled absorption 

followed by spontaneous emission the 

molecule could be in a wide variety of 

ground electronic states 



Distinctions: Cold and Ultracold molecules

Novel quantum systems 

Complex Ordered structure

Cold reactive chemistry

Precision spectroscopy

Photo association, Feshbach, 

STIRAP…

Eg. Buffer Gas, Stark 

Deceleration, Stark Filtering…

0  < T < 10-3 K

Single partial wave

10-3 K < T < 1 K

Many partial waves

Ultracold moleculesCold molecules



Distinctions: Radicals and Molecules

S =/ 0,

=> Magnetically trappable

S = 0, 

⇒ not magnetically trappable 

⇒ needs optical / E field 

trapping

Bound atomic combination with 

unpaired electrons in the 

valance state. Chemically 

unstable with itself.

Bound atomic combination with 

paired electrons in the valance 

ground state

RadicalsMolecules 



Distinctions: Polar and Non-Polar molecules

Ultracold collisions, BEC-BCS  

Feshbach resonance studies, 

Mott insulators and optical 

lattice based work

Cold reactive chemistry

Precision spectroscopy

Novel quantum systems 

Complex Ordered structure

Diatomic: Rb2, 
39K2, 

40K2, Cs2, 

Na2, 
6Li2, O2…

Diatomic: RbCs, NaCs, RbK, 

YbF?

Polyatomic: NH3, ND3, CH2O, 

H2O

Radicals: CaH, …

0  < T < 10-3 K10-? K < T < 10-2 K

Non-polar moleculesPolar molecules

Dipole Moment No Dipole Moment



Distinctions: Diatomic and Polyatomic 

molecules

3N-6 vibrational

modes

One vibrational mode

Complex dissociation 

dynamics

Can be synthesized 

from cold atoms

Complex structure 

and dynamics

Structure and 

dynamics relatively 

simple

PolyatomicDiatomic

RAB - C

R
A
 -
B
C



Distinctions: Short and Long Bond Length 

Polar Molecules
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The State of the Art in cold molecules

MOT



Effective interaction with cooling



Experimental Challenges: Cold and Ultracold

molecules

The formation of ultracold molecules

We need

large numbers

large density 

low temperatures

The trapping of ultracold molecules

We need

trap loading mechanisms

trapping mechanisms

& often the ability to combine atom and molecule trapping in the same 

spatial volume

The detection of ultracold molecules

We need

new techniques to detect molecules 

direct molecule detection



Present Technological Status: Cold and Ultra-

cold molecules
The formation of ultracold molecules

Dominant experimental directions

large numbers: possible @ > mK temp with molecules + radicals

large density: significantly lesser than cold atoms 

low temperatures: wide spread of temperatures 

The trapping of ultracold molecules

Top of the traps so far

Static field and time varying electric field traps

Optical traps

Magnetic field based traps

The detection of ultracold molecules

Frequently used detection techniques

Resonant multi-photon ionization followed by ion counting

Molecule re-conversion to atoms

Trap loss



The basic template for the experimental 

discussion: I

1. The formation of ultracold molecules

Cold molecules from cold atoms

Homonuclear alkali dimer molecules

Heteronuclear alkali dimer molecules

Cold molecules / radicals from hot molecules / radicals

2. The trapping of ultracold molecules

Cold molecules from cold atoms approach

Trap atoms and molecules simultaneously with spatial overlap

Cold molecules from hot molecules approach

New class of traps required

Further cooling mechanisms of molecules in these traps

3. The detection of ultracold molecules

Resonant multi-photon ionization followed by ion counting

Molecule re-conversion to atoms

Trap loss



Photo-association
2 photon process that converts 2 free atoms into 1 bound molecule

In PA a laser is tuned into 

resonance between a scattering

state of 2 gnd state atoms and 

a bound level of the excited 

molecular state.

Thus the laser frequency is red

detuned to the atomic transitions



Photo-association



Photo-association

Basic Difference between Homo and Hetero-nuclear bound states for PA

Homonuclear diatomic molecules

Ground State asymptotic behaviour -> 1/R6

The asymptotic excited s + p state behaviour -> 1/R3

This makes the PA easier than for 

Heteronuclear diatomic molecules where

Ground State asymptotic behaviour -> 1/R6

and excited state is also -> 1/R6



Photo-association: Detection



Feshbach resonance



Feshbach Molecules Continued



Low Energy Atom Molecule Cross Sections



Low Energy Atom Molecule Cross Sections



Raman Transitions



STImulated Raman Adiabatic Passage - I



STImulated Raman Adiabatic Passage - II
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Dipole Trap in Brief

Foot: Atomic Physics



Dipole Force: Numbers

Foot: Atomic Physics



The STIRAP process in RbK: Triplet



Rotational and Hyperfine states in Ground Triplet



STIRAP efficiency
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Stark Spectroscopy: Dipole Moment Determination (Triplet)



The STIRAP process in RbK: Singlet 





Stark Spectroscopy: Dipole Moment Determination (Singlet)



Lifetime of KRb Molecules



KRb Molecules in 

Ground Hyperfine 

states - I



KRb Molecules in 

Ground Hyperfine 

states - II



And now for something completely 

different

Cold molecules from hot molecules



Buffer Gas Cooling: Harvard

NATURE |VOL 395 | 10 SEPTEMBER 1998

Principle and Key Innovations

Universal technique for atoms and molecules

Uses magnetic trapping, so requires unpaired valance electrons

Cooling  by collision with He buffer gas

Cooling happens within the trap volume, so the trap loading is dissipative

Large numbers loaded at X00 mK temperatures

Evaporative cooling beyond temperatures below the X00 mK

BEC with Na atoms recently realized with this techniques

Molecule cooling -> Work in progress



Buffer Gas Cooling: Harvard



Buffer Gas Cooling: Harvard

NATURE |VOL 395 | 10 SEPTEMBER 1998

Universal technique for atoms and 
molecules

Uses magnetic trapping, so requires
unpaired valance electrons

Cooling  by collision with He buffer gas

Cooling happens within the trap volume



Buffer Gas Cooling: NH



Time domain measurements
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L > d

L << d

In addition, Urot and Uvib also 
go down in temperature
because the cross sections 
for 

el. (Utr -> Utr) >> inel.(Urot->Utr) >> 
inel.(Uvib ->  Utrans)
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equilibrium position for a
dipole in an electric field
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probable position for a
rotating dipole in an 
electric field
axis of rotation is perp.
to the dipole and electric
field.



J=0, M=0 case

High-field seeker

J=1, M=0: small
E field case

Low-field seeker therefore, this limit 
gives a high-field seeker 

J=1, M=0: large
E field case

E
ρ µ

ρ

−

+

− +
F-

F+J

J

J = 1, M = +1 & M = -1 cases

...are both high-field
seeking and degenerate



Stark Energy levels 

for the Rigid Rotor 

Dipolar Molecules

E field



Stark Deceleration



1012 mol/cm3

Ttrans = 0.8 K
Vavg = 280 m/s

1 % ND3
99% Xe

~ 1/8th of molecules in
|J,K,|M|> = |1,1,1>

Hexapole lens, mode matches
into Stark decelerator, trap

63 stages, KEinit= 66cm-1

dKE/stage = 0.9cm-1

2*104 mol
at 106 mol/cm3





Trap decay time
1/e => 240ms



Heating Rates for “State Selected Molecules”



DC and AC trap configurations for Stk. Decel.



J=1, M=0: small
E field case

low field seeker

J=0, M=0 case

high field seeker

)(EWF S−∇=
ρ

Molecules in E Fields

lowest lying rotational
states of formaldehyde
and their Stark shifts

high field seeking state

low field seeking state



“Filtering the Tail”
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The basic filtering experimental setup



Results with CH2O; and What they Imply ( I )

Velocity distribution in 1D
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Linear Stark Shifts =>

HVyStarkEnergKE ∝∝
2HV∝ΦPhys. Rev. A 67, 043406 (2003) 



Results with CH2O; and What they Imply ( II )
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Molecular
flow regime

Viscous flow 
regime

experimentally derived velocity distribution

Monte Carlo simulations

maximum flux

Phys. Rev. A 67, 043406 (2003) 

Flux = 
Peak density
in guide
Longitudinal temp. = 

Transverse temp. =



Stark shifts for D2O

Water (D2O)

Dipole moment = 1.87 Debye

Rotational Constants :
A = 15.4 cm-1

B = 7.3 cm-1

C = 4.9 cm-1

⇒D2O is an asymmetric top
molecule 

⇒Dipole is along the “unstable”
B axis

⇒Lack of rotational degeneracy
⇒In fact there are large 
separations in rot. levels

⇒Quadratic Stark Shifts



Experimental results (D2O)

4Eflux ∝

Quartic rise in flux
as a func. Of appl.
E field. 
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Trap: Low Field Seeking States
To exploit the cold molecules created in the beam, we need to be able
to trap them, for long interrogation.



Results: Low Field Seeking States Trap

Flux vs trap output guide voltage

Longitidunal velocity distribution of
molecules from the trap

Trap loss vs time

Transverse vel. distrib. in guide

Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 173002 (2005)



Combining Buffer Gas with E Guides

Peak density



Need to guide with switching fields

Stark shift of the molecular ground 
state is always high field seeking
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Combined Cold Dipolar Beam: Low & High Field 

Seeking



High Field Seeker Deceleration



The 3-phase Trap for Atoms

Atomic Species: Rubidium (Rb)

Atoms are High Field Seekers

Stark shift: atoms <<< molecules

Trap for atoms works for mol.

MOT… molasses…

optical pumping…

magnetic trap…transport

to E trap



Another AC trap design



For beams intersecting at

Right angles

Kinematic Cooling using Inelastic Collisions



Rotating Nozzle: Harvard
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Two excellent references
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dipole-dipole interaction strength
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Angular Momentum Couplings in Molecules



Need to guide with switching fields

Stark shift of the molecular ground 
state is always high field seeking
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Grotrian Diagram for the Hydrogen Atom

Wavelength (A)



The organization of the material that follows

We first discuss some of the techniques used to produce ultracold molecules from 

ultracold atoms 

We then go through a discussion of some techniques of how to go from hot 

molecules to cold molecules

We then try and assess where the experimental work is at the present with respect

to the physics goals

We look at some problems that one could encounter along the way to the

physics goals

Finally we discuss the consequences of achieving the physics goals
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2. STATIC FIELD PERTURBATION OF MOLECULES

3. DISSOCIATION, ASSOCIATION, COLLISIONS AND  PHOTON  
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